Here we report an anomalous porous molecular crystal built of C-H···N-bonded doublelayered roof-floor components and wall components of a segregatively interdigitated architecture. This complicated porous structure consists of only one type of fully aromatic multijoint molecule carrying three identical dipyridylphenyl wedges. Despite its high symmetry, this molecule accomplishes difficult tasks by using two of its three wedges for roof-floor formation and using its other wedge for wall formation. Although a C-H···N bond is extremely labile, the porous crystal maintains its porosity until thermal breakdown of the C-H···N bonds at 202°C occurs, affording a nonporous polymorph. Though this nonporous crystal survives even at 325°C, it can retrieve the parent porosity under acetonitrile vapor. These findings show how one can translate simplicity into ultrahigh complexity.
T he research field of crystal engineering was initiated by Desiraju and co-workers, who established its basic concept in the late 1980s by using small organic molecules of geometrical simplicity (1) . Since then, organic molecules of further structural complexity have begun to be used for crystal engineering in conjunction with coordinating metal ions to obtain more-complex crystals that have tailored functions (2-4). During our curiosity-driven study on the solution behaviors of hyperbranched, multijoint, fully aromatic molecules, we made a serendipitous finding that may be antithetic to the current trend. Like dendrimers (5-7), such aromatic molecules are characterized by their nonplanar morphology and conformational flexibility, so that they are noncrystalline in the solid state, except for a few examples (8, 9) . Py 6 Mes is a newly designed D 3h -symmetric molecule that consists exclusively of aromatic rings that are connected via single bonds (Fig. 1A) . The nonplanarity of this multijoint aromatic molecule stems from a large steric repulsion between the methyl groups of the mesitylene (Mes) core and connected phenylene rings (Fig. 1B) . Py 6 Mes has a propeller shape with a symmetry group of D 3h , which carries a polar outer shell composed of six pyridyl (Py) units for sterically protecting the nonpolar aromatic core (Fig. 1 , A to C). We were curious about whether Py 6 Mes, which has a nonpolar solvophobic core, is soluble in highly dielectric media as a discrete spherical amphiphile because of its solvophilic shell. However, despite this characteristic, Py 6 Mes readily precipitated in acetonitrile (MeCN) and 2-propanol ( iso PrOH), affording the porous crystal Py open , which included crystallographically disordered solvent molecules in its nanopores (Fig. 1D) . Although Py open comprises only one type of geometrically simple molecule, it accomplishes very complicated tasks (Fig. 2B) . As shown in Figs. 1D and 2D, Py 6 Mes uses two of its three dipyridylphenyl wedges for the construction of C-H···N-bonded double-layered roof-floor components, adopting a cofacial orientation. In an orthogonal direction to the roof-floor components, Py 6 Mes uses its residual one dipyridylphenyl wedge together with the mesitylenyl core for the construction of wall components formed by a solvophobically interdigitated architecture (Fig. 2E) . Such difficult tasks, as accomplished by Py 6 Mes, illustrate how ultrahigh structural complexity can be achieved through self-assembly of a single molecule of ultrahigh symmetry. Furthermore, even though Py open has C-H···N-bonded parts, it has an exceptionally high thermal stability ( Fig. 3B ) and, at the same time, has an excellent self-healing ability (Fig. 3C ). These findings also allow us to tackle a current issue in materials science: how thermally robust materials are made to self-heal (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) .
C-H···N bonds are far more labile than conventional hydrogen bonds (16) (17) (18) (19) (20) . However, in contrast to hydrogen bonds, C-H···N bonds can survive even in highly dielectric media because their attraction force is given essentially by a dispersion force (21) (22) (23) . To the best of our knowledge, Py open reported herein is the most thermostable porous crystal among those comprising nonclassical C-H···X bonds (24) (25) (26) and among all healable porous organic and metal-organic crystals reported thus far (10) (11) (12) . Py 6 Mes, the component of Py open , carries three dipyridylphenyl wedges at its mesitylene core ( Fig. 1A ; details for the synthesis of Py 6 Mes are available in the supplementary materials). In MeCN that has an exceptionally high relative permittivity (e r = 37.5), Py 6 Mes self-assembles into single crystals that are suitable for x-ray crystallography. The as-received crystal adopts a space group of P2 1 /c and includes crystallographically disordered MeCN molecules in its zigzag-shaped one-dimensional (1D) nanopores, which have diameters of 6 Å (Py open ⊃MeCN; Fig. 1D and fig. S13 ). As expected, each dipyridylphenyl wedge tilts almost perpendicularly to the connected mesitylenyl core, adopting a dihedral angle in the range of 70 to 90°, but none of the three dipyridylphenyl wedges are crystallographically identical. Despite a large number of aromatic rings, only one pair of pyridyl rings that contain N3 atoms likely forms a cofacial p-stack with an interplanar distance of 3.36 Å ( fig. S14B ). Among the five pairs of geometrically close H and C atoms, only two pairs (H8A···C18 and H18···C13; fig. S14A and table S1) form a CH···p bond. Five out of the six pyridyl rings in Py 6 Mes are involved in the formation of the C-H···N bonds (Fig. 2 , A to D, and table S1). Overall, the back-to-back connected doublelayered roof-floor components, supported by C-H···N bonds, are formed along the crystallographic bc plane ( open displayed a typical type I sorption isotherm for N 2 , with a steep slope in the low relative pressure (P/P 0 ) region and a Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET) surface area of 219 m 2 g -1 (red circles in Fig. 3D ). The pore size distribution, as estimated by micropore analysis (27) , was unimodal with a maximum peak at 0.6 nm ( fig. S8 ), which is in excellent agreement with the diameter of the 1D nanopore observed in Fig. 1D .
As has been discussed for porous crystals in the literature (28) , the relative permittivity of the crystallization solvent largely affects the mode of solute-solvent interactions and therefore affects the crystal structures. When Py 6 Mes was allowed to assemble in highly dielectric PrOH, similarly to when MeCN is used, in its nanopores. In sharp contrast to the above cases in highly dielectric media, when Py 6 Mes was allowed to assemble in moderately dielectric media such as chloroform (CHCl 3, e r = 4.8) and tetrahydrofuran (THF, e r = 7.6), classical van der Waals inclusion crystals denoted as Py VDW ⊃CHCl 3 and Py VDW ⊃THF formed, respectively (Fig. 1, F (Fig. 1F) and Py VDW ⊃THF (Fig. 1G ) are isomorphic to each other and have a space group of P 2 1 /n, but they are geometrically different from Py open ⊃MeCN (Fig. 1D ) and Py open ⊃ iso PrOH (Fig. 1E) , both of which adopt a space group of P2 1 /c. It is likely that Py 6 Mes is no longer amphiphilic in moderately dielectric CHCl 3 and THF; that is, these solvents are affinitive toward both the shell and core parts of Py 6 (Fig. 1, D and E) . In Py VDW ⊃CHCl 3 (Fig. 1F) and Py VDW ⊃THF (Fig. 1G) , the included solvent molecules are essential constituents for supporting the crystal structures. Hence, as confirmed by TGA ( fig. S7 ) and x-ray diffraction (XRD) ( fig. S10 ), the crystals were easily demolished after heating at 100°C for 3 hours to remove the included solvent molecules.
Porous crystals, particularly when guest-free, are intrinsically unstable unless they use metal coordination bonds or dynamic covalent bonds. In the literature (24) (25) (26) , none of the reported porous crystals that are composed of nonclassical C-H···X bonds can survive above 130°C. As described earlier, Py open turned out to be far more thermally robust than the reported examples. In a differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) profile over a wide temperature range from 40°to 300°C, guest-free Py open in the first heating process displayed a single exothermic peak at 202°C due to a crystalline phase transition (red curve in fig. S5 ). Upon subsequent cooling, neither an exothermic peak nor an endothermic peak appeared (blue curve in fig. S5 ), indicating that the phase transition at 202°C is irreversible. Accordingly, its powder XRD (PXRD) profiles did not change up to 202°C (red, yellow, and green curves in Fig. 3B ) and remained essentially identical to that simulated from the single-crystal structure of Py open ⊃MeCN ( fig. S12 ). Upon further heating to induce the phase transition, the PXRD profile changed abruptly (blue and purple curves in Fig. 3B ) and irreversibly ( fig. S11) , affording a new crystalline phase. Although the crystals thus formed were heavily cracked and no longer eligible for singlecrystal x-ray structural analysis, we successfully identified the crystalline structure by means of Rietveld analysis for the PXRD profile measured at 50°C (see supplementary materials). In contrast to Py open , the product, denoted nonporous Py close adopting a space group of P 1 , has no solventaccessible 1D channels (Fig. 3A and fig. S15 ) and barely adsorbed N 2 (blue circles in Fig. 3D ). The Rietveld analysis indicated that none of the C-H···N bonding pairs that were originally present in Py open were shorter than sum of the van der Waals radii of the H and N atoms (table S3), suggesting that the crystalline phase transition at 202°C was triggered by thermal breakdown of the C-H···N bonds in the double-layered rooffloor components ( fig. S15, A to D) .
Although self-healing is one of the attractive features in materials science, an essential challenge, in the case of solid materials, is to address the general issue that high thermal robustness and excellent healing ability are mutually exclusive (13) (14) (15) . Py close is thermally more robust than Py open and can survive even at 325°C (Fig. 3A) . Nevertheless, under MeCN vapor, Py close selfhealed to retrieve its parent porosity at ambient temperatures. Typically, crystalline Py close was put in a glass vial that was filled with MeCN vapor and incubated at 20°C. As shown in Fig. 3C, a (Fig. 3C) (Fig. 3C) , suggesting that this transformation is energetically downhill and has a small activation energy to overcome, even at ambient temperatures. As is apparent in Fig. 3A , this process requires only a moderate reorientation of the interdigitating dipyridylphenylmesitylenyl units to effectively cancel their dipoles. We suppose that MeCN vapor would play an intermediating role in this reorientation event.
As exemplified by the formation of Py VDW in moderately dielectric media (Fig. 1, F and G) , assembled structures usually reflect the symmetry of constituent molecules. In this sense, it may be difficult to imagine that high-symmetry Py 6 Mes is the sole constituent for porous Py open , whose roof-floor components are structurally and orientationally different from its wall component (Fig. 1, D and E) . Apart from the exciting physical properties of Py open that may change the preconception of healable solid materials (Fig. 4) , the most intriguing result presented here is that Py 6 Mes, in highly dielectric media for constructing Py open , uses its three equivalent wedges for totally different tasks (Fig. 2B) . This example demonstrates that even a single molecule of geometrical simplicity could assemble into a highly complicated exotic material of low symmetry. Centre for Functional Materials Design) for providing funding during a research placement at the University of Liverpool. 
